Bearing these two statements in mind, the paradigm we have to deal with is the promotion of academic and scientific achievements in order to produce results we can measure to keep the path to the horizon.
Therefore, there are three ways to exercise the construction of a new paradigm. Firstly, sharing our scientific achievements with collective working in the same area of interest to promote deep interaction and results; secondly, activating those results to ignite technological developments for deploying new components and products; and thirdly, government-inducted nationwide programs can direct and accelerate the production of results in the scientific and technological domains.
The Brazilian Geostationary Satellite for Defense and Communications (SGDC) is one opportunity to introduce catalytic effort for capacity development. Although the project orientation focuses on launching a satellite in a very short timeline, it may drive research activities on new materials, technology, and systems to review some ill conditioned problems with the aim of finding a new direction and a new challenge.
Working in the environment we call space seems to be a hard work. If we imagine that we are living and thinking in a subset of space, it is possible to see that we can do more and discover new challenges and opportunities to innovate.
Research in Space Program is a great road for refining our thinking paradigm to develop management skills for conducting scientific and technological activities aligned with our dreams, but producing capacity and metrics to evaluate every achievement.
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